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A few years ago, the NA38 experiment has found a strong JAy suppression [1] in

collisions induced by oxygen and sulphur ions. These results have triggered a

considerable amount of theoretical work as this had been predicted [2], before the

beginning of the experiment, as a clean signal for quark-gluon plasma formation. Guided

by effects which are observed in proton induced collisions, alternative explanations have

been proposed, involving both initial state interactions[3,4] and final state absorption in

elastic interactions either with nucléons [5,6] or with comovers produced in the collision

[7]. However, it has never been clear wether the observed suppression in ion-induced

collisions is really stronger than in proton-induced ones due to the lack of statistics in the

experiments and of an adequate parameter to relate both kind of results.

In this paper, I want to remind and discuss some of the prominent results of the

NA38 experiment. I will describe a new method to analyse the data which improves their

precision and propose a new parameter in view of comparison with baryon induced

collisions.

I. SUMMARY OF THE DATA OBTAINED SO FAR.

JAj/ suppression in collisions on a uranium target has been discussed in different

conferences and papers [1,8]. Conclusions published so far are the following :

- JAf production is strongly suppressed in ion-induced collisions, more than a

factor 2 between the more central collisions with O and S projectiles as compared to

proton-induced collisions.
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- This suppression is stronger at low transverse momentum px[9,10].

- The JAy suppression has been measured by comparison to the production of

dimuons in the mass continuum 1.7-2.5 GeV/c2. These have been shown to provide a

good reference as they behave like Drell-Yan in accordance to the analysis of their neutral

transverse energy E° spectra [11] and to their production cross-section which is

proportional to the atomic numbers of target and projectile [12].

- It is the energy density e which allows to relate the data from the different

collisions [8,10]. Let us discuss the relevance of this e parameter. It has been defined, in

the NA38 experiment, by an extrapolation of the Bjorken formula [13], at any impact

parameter, according to

(D

where <E_ >is the mean neutral transverse energy measured in the rapidity range Ay and

S is the overlap area between target and projectile at the time X0 (taken as 1 fm/c). S is

calculated from a simulation of the E j spectra which provides the impact parameter b.

This e parameter is convenient to relate the measurements performed at different

E-p 's and provides a good relative scale. However, it suffers from crude hypothesis. It

assumes that there is a plateau in the rapidity distribution of produced hadrons in

contradiction with experimental observations. The real shape of the nuclei is not taken

into account as they are considered as flat disks. The formation time X0 is unknown and

assumed to be constant for all impact parameters and all projectiles. Relation (1) is

difficult to apply to the case of proton projectiles. In this case, S is very small and it is not

clear wether the transverse evolution of the system can be neglected. For all these

reasons, e is not an adequate parameter to compare proton and nucleus induced

collisions.

II. RECENT RESULTS

1) The JAy suppression

Dimuons experiments are very tricky as they suffer from a strong background due

to the désintégration of pions and kaons produced in the collision. In previous

publications of the NA38 experiment, background had been evaluated from the numbers

N++ and N" of |J.+ \i+ a».d u/ jr like sign pairs measured in the spectrometer. For the
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kinematical variable x (mass, P T . - ) of the muon pair, the number of background events

was obtained according to :

= 2 V N + + ( X ) N"(X) (2)

Relation (2) is correct only if the acceptances of single \i+ and p." are equal. This

condition was fulfilled by rejecting events which would not have been accepted by the

trigger if the sign of the magnetic field of the spectrometer was changed. This method

was statistics consuming (50% of dimuons in the mass continuum and 20% of J/vj/'s

were rejected) and the kinematical range of the variable x was reduced because of

resulting cuts in the acceptance.
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Fig. 1 - J/\jr suppression vs energy density e. In the case of p-Cu and p-U collisions, the
value of e is not shown, due to the uncertainty of its estimation. The corresponding
suppressions, represented by hatched areas, are only shown for comparison.

A new method to substract background is developed in ref.[14]. It includes the

following steps :

- Distributions of single \i+ and \i~ muons accepted by the apparatus are built

from the measured \i+ \x+ and \r |i" pairs.

- All the possible \i+ | r pairs are formed from the single muon distributions.

This provides a background distribution NBG(X) of the variable x with the right shape but

unnormalized.
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- The normalisation is obtained using relation (1) which is correct when applied

to the total number of measured events (this number is obtained without any condition on

the kinematical variables of the muon pair).

Le |NBG(x)dx = ( NBG(x)dx

where N++ and N" are the total numbers of measured lik-sign pairs.

Results from such an analysis are shown on fig.l[14]. The ratio \|//c describes the

JAj/ suppression by comparison to the muon pairs produced in the mass continuum 2.1 -

2.4 GeV/c2. The global features of collisions on a copper target are similar to those on the

uranium one. The suppression shows an exponential behaviour with e. Because of the

difficulties mentioned above, e is not estimated for protons. The value of the suppression

for p-Cu and p-U is only indicated for comparison.

2) Interpretation of the P-p-behaviour of produced J/y's

In NA38 experiment, the mean transverse momentum <PT>"V and the mean

squared transverse momentum <P-r2>^f of measured JA/s are observed to increase with

e while dimuons in the mass continuum 1.7-2.5 GeV/c2 have no (or little) e -dependence

[10]. Following ref.[3,4], this can be interpreted as due to initial state parton scattering.

For instance, in [3] it is assumed that the incoming parton t suffers multiple gluon

exchange with different nucléons along its path through the nucleus and that this effect

increases the value <Pir2>pp measured in p-p collisions, of the same amount <P-r2>tN m

each t-N scattering. The resulting value of <Px2> is given by :

<PT2> = <PT2>pp + p0 O1N L <PT2>IN (3)

where L is the mean thickness of nuclear matter encountered by the parton t before the

hard collision which produces the JA|/ or the continuum dimuon. p0 is the nuclear matter

density : p0 = (^ rc T0
3)'1 with r0 = 1.2 fm and O tN is the parton-nucleon inelastic

cross-section. p0 0 ^ L is thus the number of t-N scatterings in the initial state.

Relation (2) is valid either for JA|/ production (in this case, the parton t is a gluon

and "tN" must be replaced by "gN") or for continuum dimuon production (where the

parton t is a quark and "tN" is replaced by "qN"). Relation (2) applies to p-nucleus and

nucleus-nucleus collisions and is valid both with or without a trigger on the transverse
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energy ET of the collision. For each specific condition of the collision , L has to be

calculated. For instance, in the case of a p-At collision,
T T 3 .1/3 ...
L = Lt = 4 ^ ^ (4)

3 1/3 1/3
and for a Ap-At collision, L = Lp + L t - ^ r 0 (Ap +A t ).

For events which are not triggered on Ey, the experimental values of < P T 2 > of

ref.[10] are fitted according to relation (3) taking <PT2>pp and t = OtN <PT 2 >IN as free

parameters [15]. The results of the fits are shown on table I and fig. 2-a for J/vj/'s and 2-

b for continuum dimuons. They are compatible with the values obtained from the NA3

data [16]. In ref.[3] , it is also predicted, that OqN <P"r2>qN = 9 CgN <PT2>gN- The

values shown in table I are compatible with this assumption.
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Fig.2 - < P T 2 > VS L.The solid line is the result of a fit using relation (2).

L = 7 r0 (A-, + At ) for Ap - At collisions, L = j r0 At for p - At collisions and

L = O for p-p collisions. - a) J/\j/'s - b) continuum dimuons.
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In nucleus-nucleus collisions, relation (2) can also be applied to events triggered

on the neutral transverse energy E j . In this case, L is the mean thickness of nucleu-

matter available for initial state interactions at the impact parameter b corresponding to

that value of Ep. L can be deduced from a simulation of the Ey distributional I]. But it

can also be pointed out that Ey is proportional to the total number of participant nucléons

Npait from target and projectile : E j = O0 Npan- Thus L is proportional to e as explained

in [15] and relation (3) changes into :

(4)

with K t = — — OtN <PT2>tN
CX0

(X0 = (0.66 ± 0.015) GeV is deduced from calculations of ref.fl I].
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Fig.3 - <PT2> VS energy density e. The solid line is the result of a fit using relation (4).

The results of the fits according to relation (4) are shown in Fig.3 and table I. As

seen in the table, the model of ref.[3] gives a good general description of the data

obtained in NA38 experiment.
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Table I

JA|/

Cont.

< p T 2 > I /V
PP

(GeV/c)2

OgN^PT2>gN

fm2(GeV/c)2

< p T 2 >p P

(GeV/c)2

GqN<PT2>qN

fm2(GeV/c)2

4/9 CTgN<PT2>gN

a)

1.18+0.06

0.38+0.06

0.85±0.09

0.12+0.08

0.17±0.03

b)

1.24±0.06

0.40±0.06

0.90±0.10

0.10+0.10

0.18 ±0.03

NA3 f 10]

1.23+0.05

(measured)

0.39±0.08
(deduced)

a) Values obtained from the fit of <?T2> as a function of A

b) Values obtained from the fit of <Pj2 > as a function of the energy density.

III. A NEW VARIABLE TO DESCRIBE JA|/ SUPPRESSION

In view of the coherent description of the <PT 2 > behaviour of produced J/v|/'s

provided by the model of ref. [3], the measured <Pj2>i^ (ET) can be used, in turn, to

give an "experimental" estimate of L(Ej) in each ET bin of the experiment according to :

<PT2>J/V (E x ) -

L(E1) =-
Po CgN <PT2>gN

(5)

The parameters <Px2> ^ and p0 ogN <PT2>gN are taken from table I. On fig.4,

JAj/ suppression is plotted as a function of L(ET) . The measurement of the transverse

energy is only used to provide a selection of different impact parameter ranges. L(ET) is a

very convenient variable because it can be easily calculated for p-At collisions using

relation (4) and thus allows to compare simply p-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions.

J/\|/ production shows an exponential decrease with L. This had. besn predicted in ref. [5]

if J/\]/'s are absorbed in final state interactions with nucléons along their path through the

nucleus. An experimental fit to the data of fig.4 is performed according to



N exp(- p 0 aabs L) where the normalisation constant N and the J/y absorption cross-

section per nucléon 0abs are taken as free parameters. We find cai>s = 6.9 ±1.0 mb.

As a matter of fact, the L(ET) value which is used here is not the length of nuclear

matter available for final state interactions but is deduced from the treatment of initial state

interactions. However, due to the small cross-section for J/\j/ production, there is an

equal probability of producing JAy's in every nucleon-nucleon collision along the

projectile trajectory. As a consequence, the mean value L deduced from initial state

interactions is indeed equal to the mean value Lf of nuclear matter available for final state

interactions.

o

10

O
«I
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1 4 .

0.91

0

L(fm)
Fig.4 - J/V}/ suppression as a function of the length of nuclear matter available for final
state interactions and deduced from <Pj2>J/V. The dotted line is the result of a fit
according to a exp (- po<7abs L). The arrows correspond to the upper limit of the
physical values of L allowed by the geometry of the nuclei. The normalisation of the
curve A^-91 is arbitrary'.

On fig.4, the values of JA)/ absorption measured for p-Cu and p-U collisions in

the NA38 experiment are shown together with the law Aa~ which is often used to

parametrize JAy absorption measured in p-At collisions. Both agree with the experimental

dependence of nucleus-nucleus collisions. There is no need for an additional mechanism

to suppress JA]/ in nucleus-nucleus collisions. Thus, there is no evidence for QGP

formation in NA38 data and nor even of a strong influence of comovers.
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In fig.4, a deviation is observed between the At01"1 law and exp (- p0 cabs L) for

the higher values of L. However, it had been pointed out in ref.[5], that in case of p-At

collisions,

A1""1-exp(-poaabsL) (6)

because for real nuclei with 20 < At < 200, A1
1^ « In At (remind that L = j r0 A{ ).

This is no longer the case for higher effective At values which are simulated by nucleus-

nucleus collisions. As a consequence, the deviation observed between both

parametrizations for high L values is not significant of a new physics appearing in

nucleus-nucleus collisions as proposed in ref.[17].
3

The a values can be deduced from relation (6) which gives 1 - a - T r0 p0 aabS

Using aabs = 6.9 mb, we find a = 0.91 in agreement with p-At collisions [18] and with

cross-sections measured by NA38 [12].

The variable L, deduced from <Pj2>J/V, is very powerful to study J/iy

suppression because of its preaictive properties. As far as model of ref.[3] applies, L

must not be bigger than the upper limit al'owed by the geometry of the nuclei. In the

opposite case, we would be told that some additional mechanism depending on Pj is

present. On the other hand, any additional suppression of JA|/ will imply departures from

the curve of fig.4 and will thus be easy to detect.

CONCLUSION

The NA3 8 experiment has developed a new method to substract the background

typical of dimuon experiments. This improves substantially the precision of the data.

We have shown that J/ty suppression and its pj behaviour are well described by

initial state interactions and final state absorption by nucléons. No strong effect of

comovers nor indication for a QGP formation is found. This definite conclusion has been

possible thanks to a new variable which helps for the comparison between p-nucleus and

nucleus-nucleus collisions. Even if the results of the present experiments are negative in

the quest of QGP, we have now a good reference to study any new phenomenon

appearing with heavier projectiles or at a higher energy.
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substraction.
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